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Turkish bath

Fishing

Your body is soft enough to be scrubbed and become
perfectly clean! After the removal dead skin your skin
will breathe and feel silky smooth! Enjoy the olive oil
soap foam massage on the warm marble stone. It’s a
unique and great feeling!

There are 2 fishing stops on a proper fishing boat, with
a maximum of 8 people.
All Fishing Equipment is ready for you!

Turkish Night
Start by a Dinner in a Turkish Night restaurant. Watch the Live music, belly
dancers, folklore show, traditional wedding demonstration and fire show..!
Take part in the Turkish dance competition..!
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Hisaronu Boat Trip

All Inclusive Boat Trip

Short journey over the mountains to Hisaronu Village, just
30 minutes away and experience the picturesque bay of
Hisaronu. This area has been described as one of ten hot
spots in the world.You will have the chance to see an old
stone monastery in the Island of Kamelya.

You will visit seven different bays in one day, Turquoise blue
water and stunning bays. Nice breeze on top deck of the
boat, swimming in crystal water of the islands. The double
deck boat with sunbeds on top, seats and tables in first deck,
toilet, showers, bar. Everything is available on the boat.

Dalyan Turtle Beach
Turtle beach 7 km long,white sandy beach is the last breeding place of the giant
loggerhead Caretta sea turtles. The beach is a sand bank separating the sea and lake.
Maybe the only beach you can swim in shallow sea water on one side and swim in fresh
water of the lake on the other side.
You will be fascinated with the ancient Lycian king tombs that are carved in to rock face
in the 4th century BC. Further up, there are natural mud and sulphur baths. Just follow
the smell to find it!! Yes it may smell bad but it is very medicinal for your body and skin.
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Horse Safari

Scuba Diving

Perfect escape for half a day..! 20 minutes’ drive to the
beautiful village of Hisaronu and meet with your horses first

Waterpark

Jeep Safari

The Largest Waterpark in Marmaris… 9 water slides, wave
pool, kids pool and slides.

Go off road, drive through rivers!
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Pamukkale

Ephesus

It’s neither ice nor salt. For thousands of years, rich calcium
thermal springs have created bizzare lime cascades, huge
stalactites and mineral baths. It is simply a Perfect Work of
Mother Nature… and one of the most unique places in the world.
It’s good for your skin, hair, digestion and spiritual well-being.

The ancient Roman city of Ephesus is truly fascinating. You will
be amazed at its sheer size. It is the most intact ancient city on
the earth; shedding light onto the mysteries of the past.

Pamukkale
Combine the two tours of Pamukkale and Ephesus into one. An
unforgettable two day tour with an overnight hotel stay included.
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